The Big Challenge 2020
Level 2
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[AUDIO]

Thanks.
Yes, it is.
John.
London.

[AUDIO]

I'm thirteen.
Yes, I am.
Very well, thank you.
Not too bad.

[AUDIO]

It's a guitar.
I can play.
I'm playing the guitar.
I like music.

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

Yellow.
Pink.
Green.
Blue.
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Listen. A man is
spelling his name.
What is it?

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

You're there.
Look at me.
It's over there.
It isn't here.

[AUDIO]

A
C
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D

[AUDIO]

Jastrill
Gastrell
Gestail
Jastrewl

[AUDIO]

On top of the book.
In the cup.
Under the book.
Near the book.

[AUDIO]

570
507
517
573

[AUDIO]

No, it isn't.
This is.
Who's that?
She's here.

[AUDIO]

I'm by my taxi.
I'm a taxi driver.
I'm waiting for a
passenger.
I'm at work.
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[AUDIO]

A
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[AUDIO]

It's too big.
It's too expensive.
It's too small.
Mike doesn't like it.

[AUDIO]

A
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[AUDIO]

Did you get good marks
in your English test, Bill?
Would you like some
more spaghetti, Bill?
What's your English
teacher like, Bill?
Did you finish your
homework, Bill?

[AUDIO]

She went to bed very
early.
She went to bed late
after a party.
She had a party last
night.
It was difficult to sleep
because of her
neighbours' party.

[AUDIO]

ticket, audience, field
movie, farm, pay
curtain, exit, seat
poster, lights, castle
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Listen. What can the man
say now?

I don't ring Anna.
You're making a mistake.
I've got the wrong
number.
Anna doesn't have my
number.

Listen. Where are they?

In a shop.
At a train station.
At an airport.
In the street.

[AUDIO]

Pick it up!
Take it out!
Put it down!
Don't drop them!

[AUDIO]

It's not my fault.
It doesn't matter.
I'm really angry.
That was nice of you.

Listen to two people in a
car. The woman is angry
because the man …… .

turned left after the
school
didn't turn left after the
school
didn't turn right
turned left before the
school

[AUDIO]

Listen. What can the boy
say now?

I was too.
I didn't think.
So did I.
Yes, it wasn't too hard.

[AUDIO]

Listen. What's the woman
talking about?

A scooter.
A mobile phone.
A washing machine.
A coat.

[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]
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[AUDIO]

[AUDIO]

Listen. What's the word?

wears
was
worse
whose

[AUDIO]

Listen and find the word
that rhymes.

bill
sail
meal
fell

Listen. What three words
can you hear?

foot, hid, wet
fruit, hide, want
food, hide, wait
food, height, white

[AUDIO]

The Prime Minister.
The Premier Minister.
The First Minister.
The Head Minister.
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[AUDIO]

Mary
Elizabeth
Catherine
Victoria
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Bob …… video games in
the evening.

are playing
going to
often plays
like to play

…… you …… to my
birthday party?

Do …… go
Can …… come
Have …… got
Is …… going

There …… any chicken on
the menu today.

aren't
have got
isn't
hasn't
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[AUDIO]
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My sister is taller …… I am.

that
than
as
more
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“Did Jack …… to school by
bus today?” “No, he
walked.”

come
ran
came
went
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Frank and Sally …… on the
grass when the rain started.
“Oh no!” said Frank. “Let's
go!”

went and sat
had lunch
were having a picnic
catch some fish

This email is from Carole to
her …… .

sister
mother
niece
daughter

What do you know about
Carole and Patrick?

They live in a house in
London.
They're going to move
to London.
They're going to buy a
new house.
Patrick's new job isn't in
London.

Carole and Patrick …… .

aren't going to keep any
of their furniture
want to keep all of their
modern furniture
are going to sell some
of their furniture online
don't need any furniture
in the new flat
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Find the true sentence.

Carole wants to give her
old furniture to her friends
and family.
If Jennifer likes the
sofa, it won't cost her
anything.
Carole thinks Jennifer will
like the sofa because it's
modern and very cheap.
Carole hopes that
Jennifer will want to buy
the sofa, even though it's
not new.

What do you know about
Jessica and William?

They are schoolfriends.
They live in the same
street.
They are brother and
sister.
They like the same
things.

This morning, Jessica …… .

came to William's
house
saw William's parents
worked on a project at
home
and William finished their
project

William …… .

usually goes to a pizza
restaurant for lunch
doesn't often cook
lunch when he's alone
always has pizza for
lunch when his parents
aren't there
never has pizza for lunch
on Saturdays

William didn't …… .

cook any potatoes
order a pizza today
because Jessica doesn't
like pizza
cook the steak very well,
so Jessica didn't like it
know that Jessica
doesn't eat meat
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Find the sentence that isn't
true.

When Jessica left, she
needed to change her
clothes.
Jessica didn't have
anything for lunch at
William's house.
Jessica and William didn't
do any work in the
afternoon.
When the accident
happened, Jessica
said, “Oh no! Look at
my clothes!”.
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Each country that is part of
the United Kingdom has its
own flag. Find the flag of
England.

A
C
B
D
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Manchester and Liverpool
are big cities in the north of
……. .

Wales
England
Scotland
Ireland
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Ferries go across the ……
Channel from Dover in
south-east England to
Calais in France. It's only
33 kilometres.

Atlantic
Euro
North Sea
English

How many …… that
computer …… ?

did …… cost
children play …… game
spelling mistakes ……
found
information did …… give
you
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The opposite of “polite” is
“……”.

kind
untidy
fresh
rude
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The “au” in “caught” sounds
like …… .

the “oo” in “food”
the “oa” in “coat”
the “au” in “aunt”
the “ou” in “bought”

Find the list of words that
are all associated with
computers.

screen, download,
trash
keyboard, chip, hike
ceiling, printer, bug
mouse, tablet, belt
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